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Abstract 

This work proposes a novel pixel circuit using external 

compensation structure to compensate for threshold volt-

age (VTH) variations and VDD I-R drop. The proposed in-

ternal circuit is simplified and the accurate compensation 

is achieved by the proposed external compensation circuit. 

The simulation results show that the relative current er-

ror rates are suppressed below 4.3% when the VTH of 

driving TFTs and VDD I-R drops varies by ±0.5 V and 0.5 

V, respectively. Therefore, the proposed circuit is highly 

promising for use in high-resolution AMOLED displays. 

1. Introduction 

As the demand for higher image quality and better visual 

experience increases, high-resolution active-matrix organic 

light-emitting diode (AMOLED) displays have become the 

developed mainstream. To implement the high-resolution 

AMOLED displays, the pixel circuits with high-speed opera-

tion are required. Low-temperature polycrystalline silicon 

thin-film transistors (LTPS TFTs) are highly recommended 

since they have high mobility and outstanding driving capa-

bility. However, their electrical characteristic variations, such 

as threshold voltage (VTH) and mobility caused by the fluctu-

ation of excimer laser annealing (ELA) in process, lead to the 

non-uniform OLED currents. Many groups proposed pixel 

circuits with current-programmed or voltage-programmed 

methods to compensate for the non-uniformity [1]-[3]. The 

current-programmed method can compensate for the thresh-

old voltage (VTH) precisely. Nevertheless, the driving current 

is small at a low gray level, so it needs longer programming 

time to sense VTH. In contrast, the voltage-programmed 

method provides a faster compensation than the current-pro-

grammed method  especially at a low gray level. However, 

the structures of the pixel circuits with the voltage-pro-

grammed method are more complicated, causing that they are 

difficult for use in high-resolution AMOLED displays. To 

simplify the pixel circuit for a high aperture ratio, external 

compensation structure is needed[4],[5]. Moreover, using the 

external compensation structure can perform the compensat-

ing operation in the off line so the compensation time is not 

restricted by the scan time of each row. Although the VTH var-

iations of LTPS TFTs have been improved, the current-re-

sistance voltage drop (I-R drop) in the power line is a critical 

issue for the uniform OLED currents. 
This work presents a novel 5T1C pixel circuit with an ex-

ternal compensation scheme to compensate for VTH variations 

in LTPS TFTs and VDD I-R drop. By the external compensa-

tion structure, the proposed internal pixel circuit is simple for 

high aperture ratio and the compensation time is not limited 

by the scan time for the accurate compensation performance. 

Simulation results show that the relative current error rates 

are all below 4.3 % as the VTH of driving TFTs varies by ±0.5 

V and VDD I-R drops by 0.5 V. 

2. Circuit Schematic and Operation 

Fig. 1 shows the schematic of the proposed pixel circuit 

based on LTPS TFTs and its corresponding timing diagram. 

The proposed circuit can be divided into two parts - external 

compensating circuit and internal pixel circuit. The circuit op-

eration can be divided into three stages - compensation, data 

input, and emission, as follows. 

(1) Compensation stage: SCAN1 is high to turn off T3 and   

T4. SCAN2 is low to turn on T2 and T5. By a reference cur-

rent (IREF)flowing through the diode-connection of TEX, the 

voltage of node C can be derived as: 
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(2) Data input stage: SCAN1 becomes low to turn on T3 

and T4, and SCAN2 goes high to turn off T2 and T5. There-

fore, VC is applied to node B and the data voltage is applied 

to node A. Moreover, since T2 is in the off state, there is no 

large current flowing through OLED, preventing flicker phe-

nomenon to increase the contrast ratio of AMOLED displays.  

(3) Emission stage: SCAN1 goes high to turn off T3 and 

T4, enabling the node B to be a floating point. SCAN2 

changes low to turn on T2 and T5. Hence, the node A is 

charged to VDD, and the node B is coupled to VB, as follows:  

 

       
(a)                        (b) 

Fig. 1. (a)Schematic proposed pixel circuit and external compen-

sation circuit (b) timing diagram of proposed pixel circuit. 

 

 

 
Fig. 1. Schemat 

 

 

 

ic and timing diagram of proposed pixel circuit. 
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VB = -√
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  Hence, the OLED emission current (IOLED) flowing through 

T1 can be derived as:  
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1
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Notably, because of the aforementioned feature of ELA pro-

cess, the electrical characteristics of TEX and T1 are supposed 

to be the same. Consequently, the |VTH_TEX
| and |VTH_T1| 

can be cancelled in Eq. (3). According to Eq. (3), IOLED is  

independent of VTH and VDD. Therefore, the proposed circuit 

can compensate the variations of VTH and VDD drop.  

3. Results and Discussion 

This work conducted the simulation with HSPICE soft-

ware to confirm the feasibility of the proposed pixel circuit. 
The simulation parameters of the proposed circuit are shown 

in Table I. Notably, due to the mature LTPS process, the elec-

trical characteristic of the driving TFTs in the external circuit 

(TEX) can be assumed the same as that in pixel circuits (T1). 

Fig. 2(a) shows the transient waveforms of VB and Vc as VTH 

varies by ±0.5 V. The transient waveforms of Vc illustrate 

that the proposed circuit senses the variations of 0.48 V and 

0.49 V, which are close to the real VTH variations when VTH 

variations are +0.5 V and -0.5 V, respectively. Fig.2 (b) de-

picts the OLED currents versus each gray level with different 

data voltages. Although the threshold voltages of LTPS TFTs 

vary, the uniform OLED currents can be still generated, veri-

fying that the proposed pixel circuit successfully compensates 

for the VTH variations of LTPS TFTs. Fig. 3 (a) shows the 

relative current error rates of OLED emission among the en-

tire data range with the VTH variations of the driving TFT. 

Based on the simulated results, the error rates are all below 

4.1% when the variations of VTH are +0.5 V and -0.5 V, prov-

ing that the OLED currents of the proposed pixel circuit have 

high immunity to VTH variations. To further confirm the fea-

sibility of the pixel circuit, Fig. 3 (b) plots the relative current 

error rates when the VDD I-R drop is 0.5 V and the VTH varia-

tions are ±0.5 V. The simulated results show that the error 

rates are all below 4.3%, indicating that the proposed circuit 

has the capability to compensate for the VDD I-R drop and VTH 

variations of LTPS TFTs for uniform OLED currents. Ac-

cording to the aforementioned simulation results, the pro-

posed circuit can precisely compensate for VTH variations and 

VDD I-R drop. Therefore, the proposed pixel circuit is suitable 

for use in high-resolution AMOLED displays. 

4. Conclusions 

  This work proposed a new pixel circuit composed of five 

TFTs and one capacitor with the external compensation 

method for high-resolution AMOLED displays. Through the 

external compensation method, the compensation time is not 

limited by the scan time of each row. Moreover, the proposed 

circuit compensates for the threshold voltage variations of 

LTPS TFTs and VDD I-R drop. The simulation results 

demonstrate that the relative current error rates are all below 

4.3% when the variations of VTH are ±0.5 V and the VDD I-R 

drop is 0.5 V. Therefore, the proposed pixel circuit is favora-

ble for use in high-resolution AMOLED displays.  
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(a)                       (b) 

Fig. 2. (a) Transient waveforms of VB and VC with VTH variation 

of ±0.5 V. (b) OLED currents versus data voltages. 

         
             (a)                       (b) 

Fig. 3.(a) Relative current error rates as VTH varies ±0.5 V(b) rel-

ative current error rates as VTH varies ±0.5 V and ΔVDD=-0.5 V 
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